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CHAPTERl INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Objective of the cruise 
The general objectives were to estimate the biornass and map the distribution of small pelagic 
fish stocks off NW Afiica (Morocco, Mauritania, Senegal and the Gambia) by hydro-acoustic 
methods and describe the hydrographic conditions there over a period of 50 days, in June-July 
2002. For Senegal and the Gambia the agreed objectives were: 
• To map the distribution and estimate the biomass for the main small pelagic fish using hydro-
acoustic methods. The spec1es of interest were: sardinella Sardinella aurita, 
Sardinella maderensis, horse mackerel Trachurus trachurus and T. trecae, false scad Caranx 
rhonchus, and anchovy Engraulis encrasicolus. 
• To identify and describe the size distribution of the target fish populations by midwater and 
bottom trawl sampling and process the catches by recording weight and number by species. 
• To sample standard hydrographical transects for temperature, salinity and oxygen at about 
13°35' N and 14°50' N. 
The time allocated for this part of the survey, off Senegal and the Gambia, was 9 days. 
1.2 Participation 
Members of the scientific teams were: 
Centre de Recherches Oceanographiques de Dakar-Thiaroye, Senegal: 
Abdoulaye SARRE, Mor SYLLA, lbrahima SOW and Cheikh NDOUR 
Department ofFisheries, the Gambia: 
Ousmann Mass JOBE, Solomon T AMOH and Juldah JALLOW, 
Institut Mauritanien de Recherches Oceanographiques et des Peches: 
Abdoulaye N'DIA YE 
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Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia, USA: 
Jennifer M. MARTIN 
Institute of Marine Research, Norway: 
Reidar TORESEN, Magne OLSEN, Tore MØRK and Terje HAUGLAND 
1.3 Narrative 
The course tracks with the fishing and hydrographical stations are shown in Figure 1. 
The survey started off St. Louis on lune 30 with systematic parallel course tracks spaced about 
10 NM (nautical miles) apart. To cover the whole distribution area of pelagic fish, the shelf was 
covered from the 15 m isobath and offshore to the 500 m isobath. Trawling was done 
iITegularly, either to identify echo registrations or to check 'blindly' if fish were mixed with the 
plankton in the upper layers of the water column. In the latter case, pelagic trawl with floats was 
aften used. A smaller pelagic trawl or the bottom trawl with floats was used for sampling the 
pelagic fish in very shallow waters (depth less than 25 m). The shelf was covered down to 
Casamance. The survey was finished in Dakar July 7. 




Surface temperature and meteorological data from a weather station were logged automatically 
and recorded with position and bottom depth every nautical mile sailed. 
Hydrographic profiles were collected with a Seabird 911 + CTD probe and temperature, salinity, 
oxygen and pressure (depth) were logged by the Seabird Software. From these data series, 
records were selected from standard depths and presented in figures. 
Biological sampling 
Biological sampling of the fish was carried out using trawls. A pelagic trawl with floats was 
aften used. A smaller pelagic trawl or the bottom trawl with floats was used for sampling the 
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pelagic fish in very shallow waters ( depth less than 25 m). Annex Il gives a description of the 
instruments and the fishing gear used. All catches were sampled for composition by weight and 
numbers of each species caught. Species identification was based on the FAO Species Guides. 
Length frequency distributions, by total fish length in cm, of the selected target species were 
tak.en in all the stations where they were present. Individual weight measurements were tak.en 
regularly to estimate the condition factor in the length-weight relationship: 
cand 
w =--· L3 
100 
The specific condition factors obtained from the samples and applied for this survey were: 0.96 
for sardinellas and horse mackerels. 
For the estimation of the biomass of carangids and associated species, an overall average length 
of 23 cm and a condition factor of 0.88 (to calculate the mean length of this length group) were 
applied. 
All data on fishing stations and fish length sampling were made available to the participants on 
diskettes. 
The complete records of fishing stations are shown in Annex I. 
The following target groups were used for Senegal: 
1. Sardinellas (flat sardinella Sardinella maderensis and round sardinella S. aurita), 
2. Horse mackerels (Cunene horse mackerel Trachums trecae, round scad Decaptents 
punctatus, and false scad Caranx rhonchus), 
3. Other pelagic carangids and associated species (Atlantic humper Chloroscombrus 
chrysurus, African lookdown Selene dorsalis, chub mackerel Scomberjaponicus, 
largehead hairtail, Trichiurus leptums, and barracudas Sphyraena spp.), 
4. Other demersal species (such as bigeye grunt Brachydeuterus auritus, Sparidae and 
Haemulidae ), 
5. Other clupeids such as West African ilisha Jlisha africana. 
Acoustic sampling 
A SIMRAD EK500 Echosounder was used with the settings as shown in Annex Il. The Bergen 
Integrator (BED was used for analysis and allocation of the integrated sA-values to the individual 
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specified target groups by 5 NM intervals. The allocation of values to target groups was based 
on a combination of a visual scrutiny of the behaviour pattem as deduced from echo diagrams, 
the BEi analysis, and the catch compositions. 
In cases where the target category of fish contains more than one species (sardinellas and horse 
mackerels), the mean sA-value allocated to the category is divided between the species in the 
same ratio as their contribution to the mean back scattering strength in the Jength frequency 
samples. 
The following target strength (TS) function was applied to convert sA-values (mean integrator 
value fora given species or group of species in a specified area) to num ber of fish: 
TS = 20 logL -72 dB 
Which can be converted (see Toresen et al. 1998 for details) to the area form (scattering cross 
sections of acoustic targets): 
where L is total length in 1 cm length group i and CFi (m-2) is the reciprocaJ back scattering 
strength, or so-called fish conversion factor. In order to split and convert the allocated sA-
values (m2/NM2) to fish densities (numbers per length group per NM2), the following formula 
was used: 
where 
p; = density of fish in length group i 
SA = mean integrator value 
p; = proportion of fish in length group i 
I~ = the relative back scattering cross section (m2) of the length frequency 
1=) c Fl 
sample of the target species, and 
C1; = reciprocal back scattering cross section (crbs-
1) of a fish in length group i. 
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The integrator outputs were split in fish groups using a combination of behaviour pattern as 
deduced from echo diagrams, the BEI analysis and catch composition as described below. The 
following groups were used for Senegal: I) sardinellas, 2) horse mackerels, 3) carangids and 
associated species, and 4) demersal fish. 
The above equations show that the conversion from sA-values to number of fi sh is dependent on 
the length composition of the fish. It is therefore important to get representative length 
di stributions from the stock in the whole distribution area. 
When the size classes (of e.g. young fish and older fish) are well mixed, the various Jength 
distiibutions can be pooled together with equal importance. Otherwise, when the size classes are 
segregated, the total distribution area has to be post-stratified, according to the length 
distributions, and separate estimates are made for the regions containing fish with equal size. 
Fora region representing a distribution of a target-specie, the following basic data are needed for 
the estimation of abundance; I) the average sA-value for the region, 2) the surface (usually 
square nautical miles, NM2), and 3) a representative length distribution of the fi sh in the region. 
If the targeted fish is a mixture of more than one species, for exarnple sardinellas, a 
representative di stribution of the two, within the region, as shown in the trawl catches, are used. 
A length distii bution representing the number of the two species for each catch wi ll have to be 
calculated. Thereafter, these distributions have to be normalized to a unit number (usually 100) 
so they are equally weighted. 
A systematic approach to a) divide the sA-value between species in a category of fi sh (e.g. 
Sardinella aurita and S. maderensis) and b) produce pooled length distii butions of a target 
species for use in the above equation and c) calculate the biomass estimates for a region, is 
obtained through the following procedure: 
• The samples of the species in the category (e.g. sardinellas) are respectively pooled together 
with equal importance (normalized). 
• The mean back scattering strength (p/sA) of each length frequency distribution of the target 
species is calculated and summed. This is automatically done in the Excel spread-sheet made 
available for acoustic abundance estimation onboard RV "Dr. Fridtjof Nansen", provided the 
data are punched in this sheet. 
• The mean sA-value allocated to the category of fi sh in the region is divided between the 
species in the same ratio as their relative contribution to the mean back scattering strength of 
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the length groups in the sample representing the region (also automatically done in the Excel 
spread-sheet given that the sA-value for the region is punched into the sheet). 
• The pooled length distribution is used, together with the mean sA-value, to calculate the 
density (numbers per square NM) by length groups and species, using the above forrnula. 
The total number by length group in the area is obtained by multiplying each number by the 
area. (This is done in the Excel spreadsheet, given that the area of the region is punched into 
the sheet). 
• The numbers are converted to biomass using the estimated weight at length. (Done in the 
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Figure 1. Course tracks with fishing and hydrographic stations; Casamance to St. Louis. 
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CHAPTER 2 SURVEY RESULTS 
2.1 Hydrography 
Figure 2 shows the dishibution of temperature, salinity and oxygen in the two profiles and 
Figure 3 the sea suiface temperature at 5 m of depth. 
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F igure 2. Hydrographic profi les with distribution of temperature, salinity and oxygen. 
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Figure 3. Sea surface temperature; Casamance to St. Louis. 
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The distribution of surface temperature and the profile the Gambia-West show that there was a 
stable surface layer with a temperature of 28-29 °C over the whole shelf south of Dakar. North 
of Cape Vert there was a trend of decreasing temperature towards the shore, with a decline from 
27 °C over the entire shelf just north of Cape Vert to 26 °C off St. Louis. 
2.2 The Casamance shelf 
Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the distributions of the main groups of pelagic fish by contoured 
acoustic densities for the whole shelf of Senegal and the Gambia. 
Off the Casamance coast, there were two school areas of sardinella of medium and high density 
in shallow waters, mostly inside the 50 m depth line, one in the southernmost part of the covered 
area and the other at the boarder between Senegal and the Gambia, Figure 4. The samples from 
this aggregation were predominantly Sardinella maderensis. The modal size was 21 cm (total 
length). Stock length compositions by numbers and weight in Annex IV. The total biomass of 
sardinellas in the area was estimated at 59 thousand tannes, Table 1. 
In the same areas as the sardinellas were found, false scad (Caranx rhonchus) were also found. 
These rather low concentrations were estimated at 2 thousand tannes, and the fish had modal 
lengths of 8, 26 and 30 cm, Annex IV. 
Other pelagic fish were found over most of the shelf, see Figure 6. The trawl samples indicated 
that these consisted of humper, lookdown, barracudas, two-colour jack and hairtails, with the 
humper as the dominating species. The estimated biomass of this group of fish was 
142 thousand tannes. 
Table I. Casamance. Bi01nass estimates of pelagic fish, thousand tonnes. 
Flat sardinella 
59 







The school area of sardinella found at the southem boarder between the Gambia and Senegal 
continued northwards into the Gambian zone, Figure 4. A rather high density concentration 
was recorded at the northem boarder of the Gambia, some 20 NM west of Banjul. The samples 
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showed an 85% dominance of flat sardinella, Sardinella maderensis with a smaller proportion of 
round sardinella, S. aurita. The length composition of the flat sardinella had mod es of 9, 19 and 
24 cm, see Annex IV. The stock length compositions by numbers and weight are shown in 
AnnexIV. 
Table 2 shows that the biomass estimates of the sardinellas amounted to 408 thousand tennes, of 
which 348 thousand tennes were flat sardinella. 
Horse mackerels were found mostly near the bottom at the edge of the shelf, some 40 NM from 
the co ast, Figure 5. However, the densities were very low and the biomass estimated at 
3 thousand tannes only. Only Trachums trecae were found, with a modal length of 10 cm. 
Carangids and associated species were found widely distributed over the inner shelf, Figure 6. 
Catches of this group consisted mainly of humper, African lookdown and barracudas. The 
biomass was estimated at 59 thousand tannes. 
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Figure 6. Carangids and associated species; Casarnance to St. Louis 
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2.4 The Gambian border - Cape Vert 
Sardinellas were distributed from the outlet of the Saloum River to some 15 NM south of Dakar 
(Figure 4). Medium and low densities were found in all this area. Table 3 shows the biomass 
estimates for the two sardinella species that summed up to 123 thousand tennes. Flat sardinella 
dominated the estirnated biomass in the area by 90%. 
Pooled length compositions of samples showed that the flat sardinella had a modal length of 
24 cm while the round sardinella bad modal lengths of 26 cm, see Annex IV. Stock size 
compositions by numbers and weight are shown in Annex IV. 
The horse mackerels in this area were distribution along the outer part of the shelf, between the 
outlet of the Saloum River and Dakar, Figure 5. The total biomass was estimated at 6 thousand 
tennes and Cunene horse mackerel dominated completely. Two modal lengths were found on 8 
and 11 cm. 
Also here, the carangids and associated pelagic fish, were distributed over most of the area at 
medium densities, see Figure 5. Again, humper was caught in most of the trawl samples. The 
biomass of the carangids and associated pelagic fish was estimated at about 83 thousand tennes, 
Table 3. 
Table 3. The Gambia border to Cape Vert. Biomass estimates ofpelagic fish, thousand toruies. 
Flat sardinella 
102 







Almost no sardinella were found in this area. Only a small inshore concentration was found, 
some 40 NM south of St. Louis, Figure 4. The flat sardinella dominated the total biomass 
estimate of 17 thousand tonnes by 76 %. The round sardinella had a modal length of 26 cm, 
while that of flat sardinella was 25 cm. 
Horse mackerel were found in two medium to low density areas, one just north of Cape Vert, 
and the other one some 50 NM south of St. Louis and northwards to the border, Figure 5. The 
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total biomass was estimated at 78 thousand tonnes, and the catches show that only Cunene horse 
mackerel were found. The modal length was 22 cm. 
Carangids and associated pelagic fish were mainly found over the entire shelf, in a larger area, 
extending from Cayar to St Louis. A smaller aggregation was found north of Cape Vert, 
Figure 6. The catches consisted also here of humper, Afiican lookdown and hairtails. The 
biomass estimate was 59 thousand tonnes. 










CHAPTER3 OVERVIEW AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The survey was conducted successfully in the period lune 30 to July 8 with a course track of 
about 1 600 NM and 22 fishing stations. 
The hydrographical data showed a stable surface layer for the whole shelf in the south, but with 
declining surface temperatures towards the coast from about Dakar northwards. 
Sardinellas were found in ane main area, off Banjul to Dakar, with a few smaller aggregations 
south and north of this, Figure 4. High densities were found off Casamance and west of Banjul. 
Flat sardinella dominated in all areas. 
Horse mackerels were found in two main areas; ane between the Saloum River and Dakar, and 
the other along the outer shelf south of St. Louis, Figure 5. Same smaller concentrations were 
found off the Gambia and in the Casamance area. 
Other carangids and associated species were distributed over most of the shelf at rather low 
densities, Figure 5. The catches of this group consisted of humper, baITacudas and hairtails. 
An overview of the acoustic estimates of biomass of the main groups of pelagic fish is shown in 
Table 5. The total biomass of sardinellas was thus 597 thousand tannes, horse mackerels 
88 thousand ton nes and of carangids and associated species 343 thousand tennes. 
Table 5. Summary of biomass estimates of pelagic fish, Senegal and the Gambia. thousand tonnes. 
Flat sardinella Round sardinella Horse mackerels Carangids etc. 
St. Louis-Cape Vert 13 4 78 59 
Cape Vert-the Gambia 102 11 6 83 
the Gambia 348 60 3 59 
Casamance 59 + 2 142 
Total 522 75 89 343 
Table 6 lists biomass estimates of sardinellas and carangids (including the horse mackerels) 
and associated species from the 'Dr. Fridtjof Nansen' surveys of this shelf region. Large-scale 
latitudinal movements of pelagic fish between West Sahara and Guinea Bissau are well 
known, and in the summer the sardinellas should be concentrated in Senegal for spawning. 
Compared with the July survey last year, the estimate of 597 thousand tennes of sardinell as 
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from the cuITent survey is higher. The carangid estimate of 432 thousand tonnes is also higher 
than last years estimate. 
References 
Table 6. Biomass estimates from previous 'Dr Fridtjof Nansen' surveys of 
the Senegal-the Gambia shelf. thousand tannes. 
Survey: Sardinellas Carangids etc.* 
AprMay-81 210 570 
Sept -81 360 ** 
FebMar-82 40 90 
NovDec-86 330 170 
FebMar-92 l 530 690 
NovDec-95 760 220 
NovDec-96 230 530 
NovDec-97 300 250 
NovDec-98 390 340 
NovDec-99 l 390 470 
NovDec-00 300 540 
JunJul-01 410 230 
NovDec-01 430 480 
JunJul-02 600 430 
* Horse mackerels and other carangids 
** Not available 
Toresen, R., Gjøsæter, H., and Banos, P. 1998. The acoustic method as used in the abundance 
estimation of capelin (Mallotus villasus Muller) and herring ( Clupea lzarengus Linne) in 
the Barents Sea. Fisheries Research 34 (1998) 27-37. 
Annex I Records of fishing stations 
OR. !JUD'l'JOF NANSEN 
DA.TE: l / 7/02 
PROJECT:W3 
GEAA TYPE: BT Uo: 8 
PROJ!C'r STA'r'IOH: 1673 
POSITlOJl: L4t N 1546 
!li tart 
TIME :08: 2 41: 30 
~top durat1on Lonq W 1630 
l..oG : 2796. 35 
FDEPTH: Z7 
BDEP'fH: 27 
09 :5 ~ : 54 31 l111 n.) 
Z798. 02 1.66 
28 
28 
Purpo!!le c ode : 
Area ccde 
Gea rCond. code : 
Val1dlty code : 
TOYlnq du: 2300 Wue out: 120 m Speed: 30 kn•lo 
Sor t ed: U 1\9 Total catch : 543. 10 CA.TCH/HOUR: lO~l.16 
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Ar iu:s h eudeloti 
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Penaeuo notial io 
Pi:scdonophlo :se1u.c 1ncr.us 
Panul1rus req1us 




444. 19 1997 
228 . 19 148) 
S2 . "H 1376 
"72 . 81 157 
45 . 29 1010 
40 . 06 1010 
21 .1"1 383 
25. 78 209 
22 .65 1916 
13. 9 4 122 
10 . 'IS 209 
• . 2 3 296 
1 . 741 
1,H l7 
4. 18 11 
2 . 61 l 7 
2 . 26 11 
l. '74 70 
1.57 10 
o. 56 2 
o. 48 2 








3 . 81 
2 . 58 
2 . 45 
2 . 15 
l. 33 
o. 99 
0 . 88 
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DR. FRIDTJOE NANSEN PROJECT:W3 PROJECT STAT IOJJ: 1674 
DATE: l/ 7/02 GEAR TYPE: BT No : 8 POSlTION:Lat N 1546 
:rtort :stop dura.tJ.on Long W 1100 
TIKE :13:45:16 13 :57:1 6 12 (m.1nl Pur p o s e code : 
LOG :2841. 84 28 42. 50 0.94 Area code 
ror::PTK: 125 117 Gea r Co nd. code : 
!!DEPTH: 1 25 117 Val.idi. ty eode : 
Tov1n9 dir: 1160 Wire cut : 400 ?li. Speed: 30 kn• 10 
Sorte d: 31 K9 Toto111l cateh: 
s etcn:s 
Tco.c:hutu!ll troeae, )uve n.il e 
Synoqrop:i • 1e r ole p1:s 
T e ieh1uru:s lept uruc 
Sphoero1de~ pach9a!llte r 
Ille x co1nde t 11 
Todo.r op:sJ:s ebl .sno111• 
Srachyde ute r us a u t 1 tU!!I 
Anu3 h e ude lotl 
Dentex o.n9ole n31s 
Oe ntex aoicrophtha l11.u:s 
Ze us !abe r 
Ant .iqon1a eapro:r 
Engraul1s e ncra:s1colus 
7ota1 
183.10 CATCH/HOUR: 
CATCH/HOUR. \ or TOT. c 
Yei.ght n\mbe r s 
811 . 25 146025 88 . 61 
64 . 50 19305 7 . 05 
18 .00 20 l. 97 
4 . 50 5 o. 4 9 
4. H 710 0 . 4 5 
4 . 00 3> 0 . 4" 
2 . 50 20 o. 27 
2. 25 l> 0 . 25 
l. 75 l> o. 19 
l. 15 2> 0 .19 
o. 50 5 O.O!t 
o. 25 5 0. 0 3 
0 . 10 10 0 . 01 




DR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE: 2/ 7/02 
PROJECT:W3 
GEAA TYPE: PT No: 3 
PROJECT STA.TION: 1675 
POSITIOU: Lat H 1503 
:start 
TIHE : 05:52:24 
LOG : 3006 .1 5 
!lltOp duratt on Long w 1717 
06:01: 38 15 (Juni Pur pol'le code: 
3006 . 98 0 . 82 A.reo c ode : 4 
fDtPTH : 25 
BDEPTH: 128 
Tow1nq dir: 
Sorted : 35 K9 
S l'f:C'IE S 
Enqroul1:r e ncro.:.ncolu:J 
Broehydeuteru:s our1tu::i 
Auxai: tha.zard 
Scombe r ) opon1cuo 
Euthynnuo o llet t e rotu3 
So.rdo. :sardo. 
Ar i oama bond1 
Tra.c hur u:s tceca• 
Total 
25 GearCond. cdde : 
136 Valld ity code : 
31 50 Wue out : 135 !li. Speed: 35 kn • JO 
Total catc:h: 107 . 61 CA'l'CH/ HOUJI.: 
CATCH/BOUR \ Of TOT. c 
Ye J.ght ntmbe rs 
238 . 80 26268 55. 48 
91 . 80 540 22 . 12 
!i9. 28 228 13 . 1 1 
23. 04 192 5. 35 
1 . 68 12 l. '18 
z. 40 12 o. ~6 
0.84 12 0 . 20 
0. fO 60 O. H 





DR. FRIDTJOF MANSIN 
DAT&: 2/ 7/02 
PROJECT:WJ 
GEAR TYP!: : BT No: 8 
PROJECT STATI ON: 1676 
POS ITION: Lat N 1454 
:otta.rt 
TIME : 08 : 20: 18 
!ltop durat1on 
LOG : 3024. 96 
08: 20: 28 20 tcat n l 
3026.15 1.18 




500 W1re out: 
Sorted: 69 Kq Total catch: 
SPECIES 
Trachuru:r tre c a e 
Brachydeuterul'I a.urit u :i: 
Pa9e llul'I bellott11 
"P~ eudupeneuo pro.yen:ri~ 
Scocbe r 1.apon1i:u:i: 
Sphyro.erut quachanch.o 
Sepia oftic1nal t:s hl.en: edda 
Boops boop.s 
Dtepane afrJ.cana 
Alute ru:s blanke rt l. 
Cacanx r honchus 
Chi. lomyet e ru:ot :otpino:sus c.auret . 




Purpo~• eode : 
Area c ode 
GeairCo nd. code : 
Voll.dity codc : 
220 til SpHd: 30 
Lon.9 w 1712 
3S7 . 73 CATCH/HOUR: 1013. 19 
CATCH/ HOUR \ O!' TOT. c SllMP 
v ei9ht nWDber:s 
625. 35 11985 5 8. 27 2822 
136. 11 1>0 12. 68 
120. 4S 2472 11. 22 2823 
60. 541 549 5 . 6 '4 2821 
3&. 78 132 3 . 43 
35.82 132 3. 34 
12. &1 48 1. 20 
1 1. 88 111 l.11 
10.411 15 0.97 
8 . 01 15 0 . 75 
!t. 79 15 o. 5 4 
3 . 63 15 o. 34 
2 . 64 33 0. Z5 
1. 98 33 0 .18 
0 . 87 3 0.08 
1073.19 100.00 
DR.. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE: 2 / 7/02 
PROJE:CT:W3 
G!:A.R TYP! : BT tlo : 9 
PllOJECT STA'l'lON: 1 677 
POSJTlOJl: Lat N 1418 
3tart 
TIKE :1<1 : 49:11 
LOG : 3076 , 13 
FDEPTH: 111 
BDEPTH: 11 1 
:i:top durat. i.on 
15 : 14 : 041 25 t•in t 
3077. 44 l. 30 
124 
124 
Tovt.nQ di.r: 3160 Wire out: 
Purpo:Je codo : 
Area code 
Ge o.rCond. eod e : 
Vo lld i ty eod e: 
400 m Spud: 31 
L ong W 1730 
Sor t ed: 76 Kg To tal eatch: 1076. 18 CATCH/HOUR: 2S82.BJ 
SPECIES 
t:n9r.sul1:i ønc rA!!ll't' o lu:s 
Caran.x rhonc-hu:i: 
Trachurus tre e a e 
Dente x 11Acrophthal~\l!!I 
Anti.gor,J.a c:apro::!i 
Illex coindet.11 
S quatl.no. oculata 
Sphy rae na quaeh.ancho 
Selene do r :sal1:5 
Ro]I! 1ucolet~ 
Boop:r boop~ 
SAucido bcasilien:n. :ot 
Total 
CA.TCK/ HOUR 
\iQig-ht numb• r tt 
1170. 96 126317 
966. 96 934 
1" 6 . es 13745 
12 . 62 490 
41. 741 7 34 
4"1.33 612 
33. 24 14 
29. 78 41 
28. 15 41 
26. 52 41 
7. 34 82 
2 . 4S 286 
2519. 97 
\ OF TOT. c SAHP 
415 . 34 2825 
37 . 44 
5. 69 2824 









DR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DAT&: 3/ 7/02 
PROJ!CT:W3 PRC>J!CT ST.r..TI ON: 1678 
GEAR TYPE: PT No : 1 POSJTION": Lat N 14 30 
start 
TIKE :04:56 :11 
LOG : 3215. lZ 
fDEPTH : 10 
f.DEPTH: 3 2 
:stop durat i.on 
05:10:05 14 (lDln ) 
3216. 06 o. 93 
lS 
34 
Toving dir : 2700 Wi re out: 
Purpo'e cod e : 
Area eod e 
GeitrCond. code : 
Valldlty code : 
80 a Speed: 40 
Lon9 w 1113 
Sor t e d : 32 Kg Tota l eotch: 1036 . 23 CATCH/HOUJ\ : "440. 99 
SPECI'ES CATCli/HOUR \ or TOT. c SAHP 
v e1qht numbe r o 
Srachyde ute rus- aur1tu:ot 2.4341.29 26fi80 54 . Sl 
Sardi.nella J::1.ade rens1~ 1220. S7 1131 27 . 48 282 '7 
Sordinoll.s auri ta 419. 66 2469 9 . 45 2826 
Chl oro,combr:u:ot c hry:ruru:J 161. 8 3 1793 3 . 64 
Trachuru:s t r e cae, JUVenile 76.80 960 9 1. 73 2828 
Paqellu~ bellot tll. 42. 51 137 o. 96 
Alec:t1 ~ a lexandrinu:J 39. <fO 137 o. 86 
Sphycae na gwti:hancho 22 . 71 7J o . 51 
Bcop~ b oop:s 21. 94 1509 o. 419 
Plectcrhinchu~ :i.~d.l. te r rane u:s 2 . 21 0.05 
Total ~ ~ 
DR. FRIDTJOF HANSEN 
DATE: 3/ 7 /02 
PROJ:ECT: W) 
GEAR TYPE : BT No : 8 
PROJECT STATION: lfi79 
POSITION : Lot N 1~ 10 
otart stop dur.sti on 
TlM:E :1:!:36: 41 1 3:0i:l 9 JO (111.1n.) 
LOG : 3:;:88 .76 32 90 . 31 J. 53 
FDEPTH: 102 120 
BDEPTH: 102 1 20 
Pur po:Je c ode : 
Area code 
GearCond . cod e: 
Val idi t y cod e : 
Long W 1129 
TO\llt'.1.9 d .lr: 2100 Wi n ou t: 350 ~ Spee d: 30 kn'" lO 
Sorte d: 6'1 Kg 
SPECIES 
Boap~ b oops 
Engro.ul 1s encro.!ll.lCotuo 
Tr4churuo trecoe , JUVen1le 
Pr J o.co.nlhuo orencttU!' 
Scomber Jctponi.c u:i: 
Ep1 nephe l us oene us 
De n t-ex conqoens1s 
Tota l cotch: 
Po.gr uo o.fr1CAnUtt 
Plectorh 1neh uzs m.ad1 t e rr,,,ne us 
Anth1as anth10.s 
Ze us fober 
Umb r 1n.a cana.r J. on:n:J 
Ille x coJ.nde t J.l 
Ro.JO. m:i ra. letus 
P.o.rnpr1st ipoZIUl octol 1n e at.U111 
Pa.grus ofr ico..nu.s 
Sph oero1des poch9oster 
Br dllld bro.mo 
De ntex tlLllc rophtho.lmu' 
Erythrocle s mon.odl. 
Ariomr:.o bon.di. 
Total 
8 4 3 . 85 CATCK/HOUR: 1687. 10 
CATCH/HOUR 
veight 
716 . 26 





e. 1 2 
5 . 78 
4. 80 
3. 2 6 
2 . 60 
2: . Z2 
1.86 
l. 80 






0 . 26 




















\ or TOT. c SAMP 
46 . 00 
2 9 . 48 
19 . 52 
2. 59 







0 .1 3 
0.11 
0.11 
0 . 11 
O.OB 








DR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE: 3/ 1/02 
PROJECT:W3 
GEAR TYPE: PT no: 7 
PROJE.CT STATION: 1680 
POSITION: Lat N 1'109 
stort stop duratton Long w 1705 
TIME :16:Z0:00 16:.38: 00 18 (m.l.n ) 
LOG : 3319. 90 3321. 10 1.11 
FDEPTH: : 10 10 
BDEPTH : 2 1 19 
Purpose code : 
Area code 
Gea r Cond. . c:od e: 
Valid ity eode: 
To1J i.n9 d i r : 450 Wir e out: 100 m Sp eed : 40 kn"10 
Sort e d: 21 1\9 Total cotch: 21. 0 5 CATCH/ HOUR: 70.17 
SPECIES CATCH/HOUR \ OF TOT. C SA."1P 
Sa r d 1n ella. aade r enSJ.!ll 
Sa.rd1nello a.uri.ta 
Chlorqsccm.brus chrysuru:r 













92 . 87 




DR. FRIDTJOF UAllSEN 
DATE: )/ 7 /02 
PROJ&CT : W) 
GEAR TYPE: PT No: 7 
PROJECT STA1'ION: 1681 
POSITIOH: L.5t H' 1402 
:start stop durot1.on Long W 1703 
TIKE :20:18:53 20: 52: 4 1 34 (zun) Purpo:se code: 
LOG :3348.3fi 3)50.03 1.64 Areo cod e 
F DEPTH: 10 10 GearCond. code : 
8DEPTH : 22 25 Valld1ty code : 
Towl.ng dir : JOOo Wtr • out : 180 m Spee d : 30 Jc.n• 10 
Sort e d: 32 Kg 
S PECIES 
8r4chydeut • r u:J o.urit.u!I' 
Ch loroscoZDbru:s chrysur~ 
Sard1nell4 m.sderen:s1:s 
FollU!dasy:s )ubellni. 
Goleoid e o d e cad.o.ctylu:s 
Sard1nello o.uri to. 
Arl.u:s pårk1i 
Page llu:s b•llottl.i 
Sphyraena 9uochoncho 
Euc1nos t.oa.us •elonopteru:s 
Selene d or:ral1!!! 
Tatol CAtch: 
Alect i!I alexandr ln~ 
Plectorh1nchus med1 t ø r roneus 
caranx rhonchus 
Penaou:s n ot 14lls 
Penaeu:s kerothurus 
P:seudupene u s proye nsl!ll 
Spondy l:io:sol:IA contharu:s 
Trach urus tre co.e , )UVenJ.le 
Total 
101. 05 CATC'H/JiOlJR: 
CATCH/HOUR 
v e19bt nw:iber s 
86. 29 1129 
30 . 18 134 
P . '12 116 
11.54 48 
5 . 88 '74 
4 .1:3 26 
3. 62 4 
3 . 2:3 566 
3 . 02 16 
3 . 02 <t8 
2.17 2 1 
l. 96 5 
1.96 ~ 
l. 5'1 1 1 
o. 90 30 
0 . 64 26 
0. 58 5 
o. 53 5 
o. 21 '1 .2 
178. 82 
\ OFTOT. C 
48 . 39 
16 . 92 
9 . 17 
6 . 47 
3 . 30 











0 . 33 







DR. FRIDTJOF mwsim 
DAT&: 3/ 7 /02 
PROJECT:W3 
GEAR TYPE: PT No: 4 
PROJECT STATI ON: 1682 
start stop durot1 on 
TIME : 23: 01:50 23 : 32 : 19 30 (zunl 
LOG :3367.27 3368 . 88 1. 59 
FDEPTH: 10 10 
BCEP'l'H: '15 51 
Tovl.n9 dir: 2700 Wire out: 
Sorte d: 23 Kg Tot al cotch: 
SPECIES 
Chloroocoml:>ru l!I chry:Jurus 
Trachuru:s t recae , )UVen1le 
Cor a n>t: rhonchu s 
Sord1nel lo. o.ur l. to. 
Euc1n o!!ltoau.s m.e l anopte ru:s 
Sphyraenø quacho.ncho 




Decapt e r us puncta.tu:s 
FOl:l.O.da!l'y.::ii 1nCl.!IU!I 
Sardinella 1110.de l'e n :n.:J 
l' r1 a canthutJ are notu:1 
Sep i el la orriato 
Tota l 
fOSITION: Lo t N 1400 
Long W 171'1 
Purpose c o d e : 
Ar ea code : 4 
GearCond. code: 
VaUdity code: 
HO m. Speed: 35 kn • 10 
41. 82 CATC'H/HOUR: 
CATCH/HOUR \ OF TOT . C 
VitJ.ght num.bero 
Z5 . 0 0 164 
11. S6 1824 
9 . 20 36 
8. 61 52 
8 . '18 80 
.>. 48 16 
5 . 60 '14 
~ . 48 J2 
3. 56 712 
J . 24 40 
3 . 00 140 
2. 76 20 
1. 1 6 8 
o. 96 8 
o. 56 2 4 
95. 6B 
26. 1 4 
12 . 09 
9. 62 
9 . 03 
8 . 87 














OR. P'Rl DTJOF NANSEN 
DATE: 4/ '7 /02 
PROJ!CT :W3 PROJECT STATION: 1683 
GEAR TYPE: PT N'o : 7 POSITIOH:Lo.t N 13'11 
stort 
TIM?: :08:06 : 05 
LOG :3449 . 16 
P'DEPTH: 10 
otop dur otion 
0$: 35 :59 30 (min) 
3451. 25 l.'18 
10 
8DEPTH: 18 1 8 
Toving dir: 150 Wir• out: 
Sor t e d: 15 Kg 
SPEC1 ES 
Sard1nello 111.0d e r e n:!ll.fJ 
Scomber o11oru:!I t r l ter 
Chlo r ot1c0Jlibrus chrysuru8 
Sord1 no lloi our i t a 
L.izei tolc1p1nn1.!ll 
Toto. i 
Tota.l cat ch: 
Long w )657 
Purpoee eode : 
Ar e a cod e : '1 
GearCond. code: 
Valid ity code : 
170 • Speed: 30 kn•10 
1 5. 28 CATCH/HOUR: 30. 56 




















DR. ? JUDTJ OF NAN SEN' 
DATE: 4 / 7 / 02 
PROJECT:WJ PROJECT STATlOH: 168 4 
GEAA TYPE : PT No: 7 POSITION: Lat N 1330 
start 'top durat ion 
TIM?: : 20: 05 : 43 20:3 6: :H 31 lat. n l 
LOG : 3555 . 57 3557.21 1.60 
?DEPTH: 10 1 0 
8DEPTH: 1 9 19 
Toving elle: 270o Wue out : 
S'o r ted: 28 Kg 
SPECI!S 
8rachydeuter us auruus 
sard.inella ma.derem1u1 
Ca r anx rhonchu:s 
Eucino:tto•us aelanopterus 
Po:m.odo:rys inc 1s u s 
En 9rau.li!!I encra:Jl.Colu~ 
Sphyraon.o quaeh.ancho 
Sordi.ne llo aurl-t4 
Tri.ch1uru:11 lepturu:11 
Po gellU!ll bellottl.l 
Trachu rus t l' ecite , j u venJ. l e 
Elops lo.en to 
Pt l.aconthu:11 o.renatu!ll 
Pseudu~neus pra.y ens1e-
Pen.a.eu s no tio.l1s 
Sepi.el la o rn.o.to. 
Dl.plodu::1 bellott11 
Car anx crysos 
Ep1nephelus o.eneu :s 
Total 
Total ca.tch : 
I..o n9 w 1656 
Purpose code : l 
Areo eod• : 5 
Gea rCond. code: 
Vall.dity cod e : 
170 • Speed: 30 kn"' 10 
301.70 CAT<::HlHOUR: 
CATCH/ HOUl\ \ ot· TOT. C 
v e19ht n\lllbers 
461. 6 1 7903 
27. 97 199 
22.26 11 6 
18. 3 9 213 
11. 61 77 
8.52 1 703 
7 .1 6 39 
•• 47 25 
4 . '15 1 9 
'1. 06 561 
J . 81 617 
3 .19 12 
2.13 19 
1. 35 19 
1.18 4 3 
0. 77 39 
o. 39 77 
o. 29 2 
o. 25 2 
583 . 92 
79.05 
4. 79 























DR. FRIDTJOF HANSEN 
DATE: 5/ 7/02 
PROJECT:W3 
GEAJ\ TYPE: PT Ho: 1 
PROJEC'l' STATtON: 1685 
POSITION: Lat N 1310 
start :11top durot i.on 
TIKE : 04: 06: 53 04:27:59 2 1 (: ll n ) 
LOG :3632 . 98 3634,37 1.36 
f D!PTH: 45 40 
BDEPTH: 102 106 
Tovin g d :i.r : 2700 Wire out : 
So r ted: 36 Y. g Totcl co.t~ h: 
SPECIES 
Engroul is enera,1eolu:i 
Trochuru:11 t r eea.e, ) UVen1le 
Sepia o !f1c t.N"ll i .::ii h :a. erreddo 
T'otal 
Pu.rpo ::1e cod e : l 
Area code : ~ 
GeorCond. eode : 
Vo..lldit y code: 
Long W 1733 
150 m. S p eed : 4 0 >:n• l O 
831. 68 CATCH/HOUR: 2376 . 23 
CATCH/HOUR 
v e :a. qht 















DR. fRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE: 5/ 7/02 
PROJECT:WJ 
GEAR TYPt: BT No: 8 
PROJ!:CT S TATION: 1686 
POS IT ION: Lat N 1305 
:start 
TIHE : 09: 25: :35 
LOO : 3682. 73 
:11top dura.ti on 
10: 03: 44 38 (1:11 n) 






620 Wire out : 
Sorted: 29 Kg Tot4l c a t ch: 
SPECIES 
Coranx rhonchu!!! 
Chloro:11co=rus chr y!lluruø 
Sepia o f !1cina.lls h 1ur• ddo 
sardinella ~derensis 
Alectis ale xø.ndnnu:i 
Alloteuthl.!1 o.fr:a.ca.nn 
Deea pterus punctat u!! 
Eche ne i.:11 no.uero.tes 
Nichol!!!ino. ustø. 
Fi.ot ula r J.a p o t imba 
Totol 




Vahd1ty eode : 
120 a Spoed: 30 kn•10 
470. 20 CATCH/HOUR: 
CATCH/ HOUR \ OF TO'l' . C 
v ei.ght numbers 
~04.'17 1 989 
14'1.41 1682 
49. 14 69 
31.18 189 
2. 5 7 2 
2.13 104Z 
0 . 95 24 
o. 46 3 
o. 30 2 

















DR . FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE: 5 / / / 02 
PROJECT: W3 
GEAA TYPE : BT No: a 
PROJECT STATION: 1681 
POSITION: L4t .N 1300 
:start :i tap duratl.on Long W 1651 
TIME : 11: 51 : 15 12 :21: 07 30 (mini Purpo:ie code: 
LOG : 3700 . 5 2 3702.19 l.Ei4 Ar e a codø 
tDEPTH: 1S 17 GearCond. code : 
BDEPTH: 15 17 Val.td1ty code: 
Tov1nq dLr : 3000 Wire out : 100 J:I. speed : 31 kn•10 




caranx rhonchu ei 
Scomberolltoruei tritor 
Selene doceialiei 
'Euc1noa:t o.muei melanopteruei 
Ale ct iei .al e xandr inuei 
Caranx cryeioei 




Tr ichi uruei lept uru:i 





91 . 00 
76 . 00 
1a. 70 
























\ or TOT. c SAMP 
92 . 42 
3 . 02 
2 . 37 
o. 58 
o . 56 
o. 34 
0 . 26 
o. 10 
0 . 10 







DR. FRI DTJOF NANSEN 
DATE: 5/ 1102 
PROJECT : W3 PROJECT STATlON: 168$ 
GEAR TYPE: PT No: 3 POSITION: Lat N 1250 
:i t ar t eit op durt1.t1 on 
TIME :1'9: 0.11 : 41 19:34:14 30 (m.1n) 
LOG : 37GS . 06 3169 . 81 1 . 13 
fDEPTH: 30 40 
BDEPTH: 74 13~ 
Toving d i r: 210" Wic e out: 
aarted: 2 Kg 
S.P.ECIES 
Sepi el l o.. ornata 
Echene1~ naucrate:J 
Total 
Long W 1738 
Purpo~e c ode : 
Area code 
Ge arCond. code: 
V4l idity code : 
150 ID Speed: 35 kn • lO 
2. 01 CATCH/HOUP.: 4 .14 
CATCH/HOUR \ OF tOT, C SAME' 
v eight nu!Dbero 
2 . 68 214 64 . 73 
1. '16 2 35 . 27 
4 . 14 
on . FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE : ':il 7/02 
PR.OJECT:W3 
GEAR TYPE: l'T No: 7 
PflOJEC T STATION: 168 9 
POSlTIOH: Lat N 1250 
:it ar t eitop duro..t1 on Long W 1712 
TIM& : 22 : 34 : 52 
LOG : 3798. 95 
FDEPTH: 10 
BDEFTH: 2 6 
23:05:39 31 C1unl 




Area c ode : -4 
GearCond. code : 
V4lidlt y c ode : 
Towing du : 900 Wi.r e out : 170 m Speed: 30 kn"lO 
Sorted: 469 l\g To t al co..tch: 468 . 77 CATCH/HOUR: 907. 30 
SFECIES CA'J'CH/HOUR \ Of TOT. C SAMP 
Potn4da:iy:t jubelin1 
Ariu:i p.!!:rkii 
Ale ct l!'l 4le xa.r.dr inu:i 
Albulo. vulpeo 
Pomo.do.:iy:i rogcri 
Gl'!l e oide:J d ecadact yluei 
Euc:i.no:st oinu:i me lanopt e ru:i 
Tr.lchiuruo lepturun 
Caranx rhcnchu:i 
Engr.o.ul1:ei. e ncra!"l.lC OlU!'I 
Selo.r cruro.enophth.a l m.u:s 
Page llu!'I h ellott11 
Dicologogloei:ia CWl&ata 
Decapt e ru:i punctatuei 
PeMeu:i nl:lt1al1s 
Chloroscombruei chryeiur u!"I 
'l'.rachut: U!I trecae, juven1le 
Eche n eU.'I n.aucrate!'I 
sepia off1CinAli:s hie.r r e dd.s 
OPHlDIIDAE 
P!"leudup e neuei praye nei1ei 
Bothu~ p od.a:i afr1c o.nu:t 





7 . 14 
6. 58 
6 . 52 























































DR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE: 6 / 7 /02 
PROJECT:W3 PROJECT STATlON: 1690 
Gf:;AR TYP;!';: PT No: 1 POSITION: Lat N 1 2-40 
:ito.rt 
'J'IME :01 : 49 : 24 
LOG : 3S24. 31 
:s top dur.atlon Long W 1116 
02:19 : 13 30 (.m.ln) Purpo:oe code: 
3826 .05 1.75 At: ea code 
FD.EPTH: 10 10 GearCond. code: 
BDt.PTH: 26 Z 9 Val.i di.ty code : 
Tov 1nq dl r: o Wir e out: 120 = Speed: )~ kn• 10 
Sort ed: Kg Tota l catch: 12 . 73 CATCHIHOUR: 2 5. 46 
SPECIES CM'CH/HOUR \ OF TOT. C SAMP 
Ariuei he ude lot1 
Chlorooco~ru!"I ch.ry!rnru!'I 
Can1.n x r honchuei 
Po111Ado.:iy:i 1ubelin1 
Selene dor:ial l.'!'J 
H.uqil capurrl.l 
Total 
we19ht numbe r:o 
11. 50 1 8 
4 . so )8 
2 . 08 108 
0 . 72 
0 . 46 
0.20 
68 . 74 
17 . 61 
a . 11 
2 . 83 
1. 81 
0 . 79 
100. 01 
2846 
OR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE: 6/ 7/02 
PROJECT:W3 EROJECT STAT ION: 1691 
GEA.R TYPE: .BT No : 8 POSlTION:Llllt N 1230 
:i tart 
TIME :09! 04. : 05 
:s top duraticn Long w 17 12 
LOG : 3893. 92 
FDEPTH: 19 
BDEPTH: 19 
09: 34: 22 30 haln) 
3B95 . 46 1. 52 
19 
19 
Toving di:r: 2100 W1r e out: 
Sorted: 8 Kg Toto:! catch: 
Purpo:ie code: 
Area code : 4. 
Geo..rCond. code: 
V4ll.dity code: 
100 u:. Spe ed: 30 kn"'lO 
91. 69 CATCH/HOUR: 18 3. 38 
SPECIES CATCH/HOUR \ OF TOT . C SAHP 
En9rauli?I" encra'Sicolu:i 
Alecti?I' o.lexandr1 nuei 
Scombe r omoru:i tritor 
Sphyrno lewini 
Tri.chiuru:s lepturu:i 


















57 . 20 
2S . 40 
20 . 00 
18 . 10 
11 . 1 0 
10 . 00 
9 . 20 
a . ao 
6 . 40 
4 . 0 0 
2 . 90 
2 . 90 
2 .60 
2: . 50 
o. 60 
0 .40 
o . 32 
0 . 20 



















31 . 19 
13 . 85 
10. 91 
9 . 8 7 
6 . 38 
5. 4~ 
5 . 02 
4 . 80 















DR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATt: 6/ 1/07. 
PROJECT: W3 
GEAR TYPE: BT No: 8 
PROJ ECT STATION:1692 
POSITION': Lclt N 1220 
:start :itop durat ion Long W 1654 
'l'IKE :12:08:33 12:38:11 30 h11.1nl Purpo:ie code : 
LOG : 3920 .H 3922 . 05 1.60 Ar ea code : 4 
YDEPTH: 16 18 GenrCond. c ode : 
BDE PTH: 16 U Vdlid1ty code : 
Toving dir : 313ø Wir& out: 100 = Speed: 30 )m *lO 






Galeo1de:t d e co..docty l u :i 
Callin ec t e :i mar91notu!"I 
Selene d or!!!All.!'1 
Scombetomoru:i tri tor 
Eph1pp1on gutt1fe r 
Ariuei: heudelot1 
Caranx cry:i:o!' 
l'.oeudotolithu:!! e longatu:i 
Mu!"lt~lo!! :inuei t elu:i 





v eight numb~r!!I 
22Sl. 50 213790 
721. 50 2262 
150. 54 4 602 
11. 40 4 
9 . 36 156 
9.36 546 
8 . 5B 390 
5 . 70 10 
'5 . 70 2 
5 .40 6 
2 . 76 4 
1. BS 2 
1. 74 4 
1. 36 4 
o.7s 46a 
o. 40 2 
~ 
\OFTOT . C 
10. 90 







0 . 18 
0.17 
o. 09 





1 00. 00 
SAHP 
OR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN 
DATE: 6 1 7/02 
PROJEC1' : W3 
GtAR TYPE : PT No: l 
PP.OJECT STAT ION: 1693 
POSITIOH: L.ot N 12;?0 
:it ar t 
TIHE :14:27:12 
LOG : 3937. 53 
eitop durat ion Long W 1705 
14:51:15 30 !lun) 
3939 . 65 2 . 11 
!'DEPTH: 10 
BDEPTH: 2S 
Tov.J.nq dir : 
15 
27 
900 Wire out: 
S orted: 36 Kg Total catch: 
SPECIES 
Sardinella izi.o.der e n'!'Jl!' 
Brnchydeuteruei .aur itu:s 
Chlcto:i:combtu:i chry:iuru!'I 
Sphyrae na guacho.ncho 
Cttranx rhonchuei 
Coranx rhonchu:J j uv 
Selene dor:i:all:i: 
Sepia off ic:oinolio hu rredd4 
Scombe romoruo- t rito r 
Galeoideei: decadac t ylu:i 
Trich1uruo lepturu:i 
Euc1noeitom.u:i .melanopte ruei 
So.cdinoll4 ct.urita 
Engrauli:i e ncro:iicolu:i 
Total 
Purpoo e- code: 
Are4 code : 4 
GearCond. code: 
Validity code: 
BO m Speed: 4 0 kn • lO 
219. 57 CATCH/HOUR: 
CATCH/ HOUR 
we1ght numher!'I 
319 . 50 18150 
a1. 90 4oao 
66. 30 2550 
4 2 . 30 94 
10.00 3a 
6, 30 2520 
6. 30 1 20 
6,00 420 
4 . 34 B 
4. 20 210 
4. 00 12 
3. 60 30 
3. 30 30 




14 . 65 

















OR. FRI DTJOF NANSEN 
DA.TE : 6/ 7/0: 
PROJECT: W3 
GEAR TYPE: PT No : 6 
PROJECT STATION: 1694 
POSITION: Lat N 1210 
oto.rt ~t op durat.Lon Long W 1112 
TIME : 21: 02:19 21 : 19 : 29 1 6 (:un) Purpo:ie code : 1 
Area code : 4 
Gea:rC ond . code: 
LOG : 4000. 99 4001. 95 O. 95 
FDEPTH: 10 1 0 
BDEPTli: '5 4 61 Validity code : 
Tov1n9 dir: 2700 Wu e out : 140 m Speed: 30 .kn•lO 
Sor t 9 d : 31 Kg Total catch: 10009. 25 CATCH/HOUR; 37534 . 69 
SPEC'IES 
Chloro:ic ombru:i: chr y:i:uruei 
Sardinel l a m4deren:siei 
Se l e n e dor!'ali:i 
RhL:opr J onodon acutu:i 
To t al 
CATC!i/HOUR. \ OF TOT. C 
v e1qht n\l?lbero 
22250 . 2 5 32 6969 
13816 . 50 119625 
1375 . 69 10766 
32. 25 8 
37534 . 69 
5 9 . 28 
36 . 97 
3 . 67 




Annex Il Instruments and fishing gear used 
The Simrad EK-500, 38kHz echo scientific sounder was used during the survey for fish 
abundance estimation. The Bergen Echo Integrator system (BEI) logging the echogram 
raw data from the sounder, was used to scrutinize the acoustic records, and to allocate 
integrator data to fish species. All raw data was stored to tape, and a backup of the 





Bottom detection menu 
Transducer depth 5.5 - 7.5 m 
Absorption coeff. 10 dB/km 
Pulse length medium (lms) 
Bandwidth wide 
Max power 2000 Watt 
2-way beam angle -21.0 dB 
SV transducer gain 27.01 dB 
TS transducer gain 27.26 dB 
Angle sensitivity 21.9 
3 dB beamwidth along. 7 .1 ° 
3 dB beamwidth athw. 6.9° 
Alongship offset 0.07° 
Athwardship offset 0.03° 
Echogram 
Bottom range 
Bottom range start 
TVG 
Sv colour min 
TS Colour minimum 
Range 
TVG 





20 log R 
-67 dB 
-60 dB 
0-50, 0-100, 0-150, 0-250 or 0-500m 
20 log R 
-60 dB 
-40 dB 
A calibration experiment using a standard copper sphere was performed in False Bay, 
South Africa 22 April 2002. 
Fishing gear 
The vessel has two different sized "Åkrahamn" pelagic trawls and one "Gisund super" 
bottom trawl. For all trawls, the Tyborøn, 7.8m2 (1670 kg) trawl doors were used. 
Complete drawings of the trawls used are included. 
Annex ill Pooled length distributions by species 
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Annex IV Estimated number and bio1nass by length-groups and sectors 
Senegal and the Gambia, June -July 2002 
Sardinella aurita 
N thousands Biomass (tannes) 
Length St. Louis- Cape Vert- The Casa- TOTAL St. Louis- Cape Vert- The Casa- TOTAL 




23 4 459 11 959 25 468 77 41 963 555 1 490 3 173 10 5 228 
24 4 459 11 959 50 937 155 67 509 629 1 688 7 191 22 9 531 
25 5 945 15 945 50 937 155 72 982 946 2 538 8 108 25 11 617 
26 10 403 27 904 50 937 155 89 399 1 859 4 985 91 00 28 15 971 
27 1 486 3 986 76 405 232 82 11 0 297 796 15 254 46 16 393 
28 50 937 155 51 092 11 320 34 11 354 
29 25 468 77 25 546 6 277 19 6 296 
30 
TOTAL 26 752 71 754 331 090 1 005 430 600 4 287 11 497 60 423 183 76 391 
Sardinella maderensis 
N thousands Biomass (tannes) 
Length St. Louis- Cape Vert- The Casa- TOTAL St. Louis- Cape Vert- The Casa- TOTAL 




8 25 468 77 25 546 150 0 151 
9 50 937 155 51 092 419 1 421 




14 3403 3 403 100 100 
15 3 403 25 468 77 28 949 122 910 3 1 035 
16 6 806 6 806 293 293 
17 13 612 13 612 700 700 
18 54 447 265 4 941 59 653 3 309 16 300 3 626 
19 34 029 26 265 14 899 75 193 2 422 1 870 1 061 5 352 
20 30 627 2 123 39 526 72 275 2 533 176 3 269 5 978 
21 17 015 158 649 109 160 284 823 1 623 15 136 10 415 27 175 
22 32 173 183 587 99 356 315 116 3 518 20 075 10 865 34458 
23 1 486 65 858 642 284 105 687 815 316 185 8205 80 021 13 167 101 578 
24 10 403 218 469 946 314 76 970 1 252 157 1 469 30 843 133 599 10 867 176 778 
25 32 696 187 622 409 088 30 881 660 287 5 205 29 866 65 11 9 4 916 105105 
26 20 807 66 017 102 405 10 191 199 419 3 717 11 794 18 295 1 821 35 627 
27 10 403 27 904 25 734 5 018 69 059 2 077 5 571 5 138 1 002 13 788 
28 1 486 3 986 265 4 941 10 679 330 886 59 1 098 2 373 
29 
30 25 468 77 25 546 6 937 21 6 958 
31 
TOTAL 77 282 765 371 2 649 789 502 033 3 994 476 12 983 101 787 348 204 58 806 521 779 
Annex IV continued 
Senegal and the Gambia, June -July 2002 
Trachurus trecae 
N (thousands) Biomass (tannes) 
Length St. Louis ::;ape Ven The Casa- TOTAL St. Louis ::;ape Ven The Casa- TOTAL 
cm Cape Ver Gambia Gambia mance K:;ape Ver Gambia Gambia mance 
5 
6 5 226 5 226 14 14 
7 183 605 183 605 744 744 
8 278 798 15 444 294 241 1 644 91 1 735 
9 44 838 46 331 91 170 369 381 750 
10 65 907 66 923 132 830 732 744 1 476 
11 118 433 53 195 171 628 1 729 777 2 506 
12 16 144 34 319 50 464 303 643 946 
13 2 877 6 864 9 741 68 162 230 






20 10 809 10 809 894 894 
21 140 519 140 519 13 407 13 407 
22 291 847 291 847 31 913 31 913 
23 205 374 205 374 25 587 25 587 
24 43237 43 237 6 104 6 104 
25 
TOTAL 691 785 716 402 228 225 1 636 412 77 905 5 619 2 949 86 473 
Annex IV continued 
Senegal and the Gambia, June -July 2002 
Caranx rhonchus 
N (thousands) Biomass (tonnes) 
Length St. Louis-~ape Vert The Casa- TOTAL St. Louis-Cape Vert The Casa- TOTAL 
cm Cape Ver Gambia Gambia mance Cape Ver Gambia Gambia mance 
2 
3 8 370 8 370 3 3 
4 5 286 5 286 5 5 
5 21 855 21 855 35 35 
6 19 238 19 238 51 51 
7 18 212 18 212 74 74 
8 24 502 24 502 144 144 
9 981 981 8 8 














24 73 73 10 10 
25 511 511 81 81 
26 1 241 1 241 222 222 
27 511 511 102 102 
28 438 438 97 97 
29 438 438 108 108 
30 1 460 1 460 398 398 
31 511 511 153 153 
32 511 511 168 168 
33 219 219 79 79 
34 219 219 86 86 
35 
36 
TOTAL 104 771 104 771 1 827 1 827 
Annex V Regional estimates 
Sardine (Sardina pilchardus ) 
MOROCCO & MAURITANIA, May-June 2002 
Length C.Juby-C.Cantin C.Bojador-C.Jubv C.Blanc-C.Bojador C.Timiris-C.Blanc Total 
cm tonn es N millions tonn es N millions tonn es N millions tonn es N millions tonn es N m illions 
5 81 60 127 93 209 153 
6 6204 2755 502 223 6 706 2 978 
7 9 480 2740 995 288 114 33 10 589 3 061 
8 8 756 1 739 833 165 419 83 10 007 1 987 
9 40 265 5 727 540 77 4 148 590 3 763 502 44 953 6 394 
10 39 352 4146 194 20 17 787 1 874 28 561 2 919 57 332 6 040 
11 25 137 2 016 362 29 33 139 2657 69 283 5 657 58 639 4 702 
12 10 568 660 1 690 106 33030 2 062 32150 2 032 45288 2 828 
13 15 861 786 8 805 436 97 414 4 828 231 890 11 226 122 079 6 051 
14 25 138 1 006 18 205 728 90202 3 608 282 208 11 368 133 545 5 342 
15 23 396 766 21 646 709 33 941 1 112 123 503 4 093 78 982 2 587 
16 101 098 2 745 43247 1 174 17 660 479 8068 229 162 005 4 398 
17 138 584 3 153 66223 1 507 37 284 848 242 091 5509 
18 90 756 1 748 38 658 745 158 148 3 046 287 562 5 539 
19 44 795 737 7669 126 366 421 6 026 418 885 6 889 
20 5 907 84 3 071 43 243132 3442 252110 3 569 
21 1 283 16 3 254 40 187 391 2 299 18 786 232 191 928 2 355 
22 21 845 234 448 996 4807 21 322 229 470 841 5 041 
23 25756 242 569 134 5 348 24 519 229 594 890 5 590 
24 5602 46 501 536 4159 507139 4205 






Total 586 663 30 882 271 000 7 045 2 924 046 47922 844 053 38 716 4 625 762 124 565 
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Annex V, page 2 
Round sardinella (Sardinella aurita ) 
SENEGAL - THE GAMBIA - MAURITANIA - MOROCCO, May-July 2002 
Length Number in millions Biomass in tonnes 





8 15,0 15,0 89 89 
9 121 ,9 121,9 1 003 1 003 
10 602,4 602,4 6 695 6695 
11 655,2 655,2 9 566 9 566 
12 430,0 430,0 8 063 8 063 
13 1676,5 1 676,5 39 599 39 599 
14 2284,4 3,5 2 287,8 66 856 99 66955 
15 1824,1 4,1 1 828,2 65 212 143 65 354 
16 591,0 4,1 595,1 25487 172 25659 
17 276,8 27,4 304,2 14 240 1 379 15 620 
18 12,3 63,5 75,9 749 3 781 4 531 
19 12,3 83,2 95,5 877 5 797 6 674 
20 63,1 63,1 5 111 5 111 
21 107,4 107,4 10 034 10 034 
22 48,2 48,2 5 160 5 160 
23 42,0 23,7 65,7 5 228 2 891 8 119 
24 67,5 24,9 92,4 9 531 3 436 12 967 
25 73,0 22,6 95,6 11 617 3 530 15 147 
26 89,4 6,0 95,4 15 971 1 053 17 025 
27 82,1 2,9 85,1 16 393 587 16 980 
28 51, 1 31,4 82,4 11 354 6 969 18 323 
29 25,5 91,7 3,5 120,7 6 296 22 602 834 29 732 
30 53,9 53,9 14 679 14 679 
31 94,6 3,5 98,1 28400 1 016 29 415 
32 145,2 6,9 152,1 47 847 2 231 50 078 
33 255,1 18,3 273,4 92 065 6 478 98544 
34 449,4 50,2 499,6 177 173 19 367 196 541 
35 326,8 65,8 392,6 140 353 27 663 168 016 
36 107,9 79,0 186,9 50 393 36 098 86 491 
37 62,3 48,5 110,8 31 540 24 039 55 579 













Total 430,6 10 123,4 766,2 11 320,2 76 391 851 045 165 144 1 092 580 
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Annex V, page 3 
Flat sardinella (Sardinella maderensis ) 
SENEGAL - THE GAMBIA - MAURITANIA - MOROCCO, May-July 2002 
Length Number in millions Biomass in tannes 




8 25,5 25,5 151 151 
9 51, 1 51,1 421 421 
10 25,5 20,5 46,1 284 228 512 
11 75,2 75,2 1 098 1 098 
12 20,5 20,5 385 385 
13 6,8 6,8 162 162 
14 3,4 3,4 100 100 
15 28,9 28,9 1 035 1 035 
16 6,8 6,8 293 293 
17 13,6 13,6 700 700 
18 59,7 59,7 3 626 3 626 
19 75,2 75,2 5352 5 352 
20 72,3 72,3 5 978 5 978 
21 284,8 284,8 27175 27175 
22 315,1 315,1 34458 34 458 
23 815,3 815,3 101 578 101 578 
24 1252,2 1252,2 176 778 176 778 
25 660,3 10,4 670,7 105 105 1 651 106 756 
26 199,4 10,4 209,8 35 627 1 853 37 480 
27 69,1 17,2 86,3 13 788 3 436 17 224 
28 10,7 30,9 41,6 2373 6 864 9 237 
29 24,7 24,7 6 098 6 098 
30 25,5 38,9 64,4 6 958 10 591 17 549 
31 53,0 53,0 15 909 15 909 
32 28,3 28,3 9 319 9 319 
33 21 ,2 21,2 7 654 7654 
34 14,1 14,1 5 574 5 574 
















Total 3994,5 386,3 4380,8 521 779 76 894 598 673 
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Annex V, page 4 
Anchovy (Engraulis encrasicolus ) 
MOROCCO, May-June 2002 
Length C.Juby-C.Cantin C.Blanc-C.Juby Total 
cm tonn es N millions tonn es N millions tonnes N millions 
5 56 62,2 1 1,2 57 63,4 
6 616 415,2 18 12,0 634 427,2 
7 1 610 706,9 90 39,6 1 701 746,5 
8 3431 1 034,6 110 33,1 3 541 1 067,7 
9 2 151 464,5 806 174,2 2 957 638,7 
10 3 368 538,7 4 704 752,4 8 071 1 291 ,2 
11 6 886 838,5 7 383 898,9 14 269 1 737,4 
12 14 359 1 361,4 2 008 190,4 16 366 1 551,8 
13 6 005 452,0 647 48,7 6 652 500,7 
14 796 48,4 464 28,2 1 260 76,6 






Total 39 277 5 922,4 16 374 2185,8 55 651 8 108,2 
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Annex V, page 5 
Atlantic horse mackerel (Trachurus trachurus) 
MOROCCO, May-June 2002 
Length C.Juby-C.Cantin C.Blanc-C.Juby Total 
cm tonn es N millions tonn es N millions tonn es N millions 
5 
6 
7 1 0,2 15 4,2 16 4,4 
8 294 57,1 294 57,1 
9 11 1,6 2073 287,9 2 084 289,4 
10 59 6,0 9 181 944,2 9240 950,2 
11 76 6,0 15160 1186,7 15 236 1 192,6 
12 51 3,1 7273 443,3 7 324 446,4 
13 31 1,5 1 512 73,2 1 543 74,7 
14 72 2,8 353 13,8 425 16,6 
15 34 1,1 664 21,2 698 22,3 
16 9 0,2 9 ,2 
17 414 9,2 414 9,2 
18 25 0,5 207 3,9 232 4,4 
19 351 5,6 693 11, 1 1 044 16,8 
20 325 4,5 8 837 122,1 9162 126,6 
21 558 6,7 45 937 550,3 46495 556,9 
22 250 2,6 25 512 266,6 25 762 269,2 
23 208 1,9 13 242 121,5 13 449 123,4 
24 58 0,5 5135 41,6 5193 42,0 
25 13 977 100,3 13 977 100,3 
26 13 525 86,5 13 525 86,5 
27 8 039 46,0 8039 46,0 
28 6 782 34,9 6 782 34,9 
29 6135 28,4 6135 28,4 
30 57 0,2 2 230 9,4 2287 9,6 
31 1 746 6,7 1 746 6,7 
32 1 438 5,0 1 438 5,0 
33 
34 
35 446 1,2 446 1,2 
36 323 0,8 679 1,7 1 002 2,5 
37 1 226 2,8 1 226 2,8 
38 2 842 5,9 2 842 5,9 
39 7163 13,8 7163 13,8 
40 9 044 16,2 9 044 16,2 
41 6 646 11, 1 6 646 11, 1 
42 6 373 9,9 6 373 9,9 
43 8 200 11 ,9 8200 11,9 
44 2 048 2,8 2 048 2,8 
45 
46 668 0,8 668 ,8 




Total 46485 121,3 191 053 4477 237 538 4 598 
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Annex V, page 6 
Cunene horse mackerel (Trachurus trecae ) 
SENEGAL· THE GAMBIA· MAURITANIA - MOROCCO, May-July 2002 
Length Number in millions Biomass in tannes 
cm Senegal Mauritania Morocco Total Senegal Mauritania Morocco Total 
4 93,1 91t1 81 81 
5 1 738, 1 1 737,1 2 776 2 776 
6 5,2 9 096,8 9 102,0 14 23 983 23 997 
7 183,6 16 660,9 16 844,5 744 67 477 68 220 
8 294,2 15 392,9 39,8 15 726,9 1 735 90750 205 92 690 
9 91,2 35 001 ,0 278,6 35 370,7 750 288 086 2006 290 843 
10 132,8 19 581,3 46,4 19 760,5 1 476 217 610 451 219 538 
11 171,6 4 603,1 19,9 4 794,6 2506 67207 254 69 967 
12 50,5 2 006,7 2 057,2 946 37626 38 572 
13 9,7 170,3 39,7 219,8 230 4 023 821 5 074 
14 5,7 24,3 6,6 36,7 167 712 170 1 049 
15 19,9 19,9 621 621 
16 59,6 59,6 2247 2 247 
17 
18 39,7 39,7 2112 2 112 
19 
20 10,8 29,5 40,3 894 2134 3 027 
21 140,5 140,5 13 407 13 407 
22 291,8 52,4 344,2 31 91 3 5012 36 925 
23 205,4 142,8 348,2 25 587 15569 41 156 
24 43,2 606,5 649,8 6 104 74925 81 029 
25 328,1 328,1 45699 45 699 
26 83,7 83,7 13082 13 082 
27 97,8 97,8 17087 17 087 
28 49,1 49,1 9546 9 546 






















Total 1 636,4 104 368,5 1 951,7 107 956,7 86 473 800 332 195 120 1 081 925 
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Annex V, page 7 
Chub mackerel (Scomber japonicus) 
MOROCCO - MAURITANIA, May-June 2002 
Length C.Juby-C.Cantin C.Blanc-C.Juby C.Blanc-C.Timiris C. T imiris-St.Louis Total 






10 17 1,8 17 1,8 
11 293 23,0 21 1,6 314 24,6 
12 721 44,0 251 15,3 147 8,9 1 119 68,2 
13 3 502 169,5 1 720 -83,2 2 589 125,3 7 811 378,0 
14 1 422 55,5 1 739 67,9 12 0,5 8479 331,1 11 653 455,0 
15 1 400 44,7 956 30,6 183 5,8 8 398 268,5 10 937 349,6 
16 1 412 37,4 779 20,6 220 5,8 5 065 134,2 7 476 198,1 
17 6 710 149,0 666 14,8 175 3,9 2 014 44,7 9 566 212,5 
18 11 841 222,6 532 10,0 26 0,5 1 904 35,8 14 303 268,9 
19 18 690 300,1 1 402 22,5 121 1,9 2 230 35,8 22443 360,3 
20 6 040 83,5 2 547 35,2 211 2,9 648 8,9 9 446 130,5 
21 2 401 28,8 2 898 34,7 41 0,5 5 340 64,0 
22 1 745 18,2 4 028 42,1 93 1,0 5 866 61 ,3 
23 1 226 11 ,2 5 307 48,7 6 533 59,9 
24 850 6,9 7 383 59,8 8233 66,6 
25 692 5,0 7 191 51,6 7 883 56,6 
26 473 3,0 21 978 140,6 22450 143,6 
27 428 2,4 36 981 211 ,7 37 409 214,1 
28 235 1,2 34 976 179,9 35 210 181, 1 
29 545 2,5 21 214 98,4 21 759 100,9 
30 1 558 6,5 11 701 49,1 13 258 55,6 
31 2141 8,2 8 581 32,7 10 721 40,8 
32 993 3,4 6 816 23,6 7 809 27,1 
33 629 2,0 5 289 16,7 5 918 18,7 
34 62 0,2 1 682 4,9 1 744 5,1 
35 136 0,4 3 808 10, 1 3 945 10,5 
36 2 362 5,8 2 362 5,8 
37 80 0,2 11 570 26,1 11 651 26,3 
38 13 082 27,3 13 082 27,3 
39 2 711 5,2 2 711 5,2 
40 1 306 2,3 1 306 2,3 
41 1 405 2,3 1 405 2,3 




Total 66 241 1 231,2 223 385 1 376,2 1 082 22,9 31 475 993,4 322 182 3 623,6 
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